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National Fork Truck Safety Challenge
Join our nationwide test to see how you score on our hazard perception test. If you are a manager, why not invite all your workforce (not just fork truck operators) 
to participate? It will give you a quick and invaluable overview of safety awareness in your workplace – and whether you need to take action to improve things.

Whatever your scores, why not join the FLTA Safer Site Programme - a FREE, step-by-step guide on how to improve safety on your site, developed by industry 
experts. Simply click the tick box at the bottom and we'll send you the resources you need.

But first the challenge!

If you would like a paper version of the hazard perception test please complete the details below and request a paper copy.

Please fill your details below (you'll need to fill in all the fields)
 
I would like to sign up and receive safety videos, top training tips and safety downloads throughout the year
 
 

www.fork-truck.org.uk www.mentortraining.co.uk
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http://fork-truck.org.uk/safe-user-group
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Spot the Warehouse Hazards
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Spot the Yard Hazards
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1. Turning with raised load

2. Parking on pedestrian route forcing     
    pedestrian to walk out of designated          
    route

3. Load incorrectly stacked

4. Insecure load 

5. Walking between moving vehicles

6. Driving forks leading with load      
obscuring FLT drivers view

7. Walking with load obscuring view

8. Debris on floor

9. Working in the wrong area

10. Pushing hand pallet truck

11. Smoking in charging area

12. Walking between palletised                
      load

13. Driving through loading doors                        
      the wrong way into the path of an  
      oncoming FLT

14. Driving forks leading with load         
      obscuring FLT drivers view

15. Pedestrian using loading bay          
      access instead of designated               
      pedestrian access
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 Score:    /15
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1. Driving through loading doors the with the  
    load obscuring the view of the driver

2. Pedestrian using loading bay access  
    instead of designated pedestrian access

3. Using mobile phone (non-observance)

4. Turning on slope

5. Turning with raised load

6. Smoking near LPG refuelling station

7. Rubbish bins overflowing

8. Driver standing in dangerous position  
    (cannot be seen by forklift loading)

9. Pot hole

10. Forklift truck driving in the wrong  
      direction against flow of traffic

11. Forklift truck driving with flat tyre

12. Driving with obscured vision forks  
      leading

13. Unauthorised personnel

14. Vehicle parked out of designated load/ 
      unload area and in forklift truck route

15. Driver not wearing hi-viz and standing in  
      path of forklift truck traffic

16. Pedestrians not using designated  
      pedestrian walkway
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 Score:    /16
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